GROWING HOME
ANNUAL REPORT 2012 - 2013
As Growing Home moves into its 14th year, I am extremely proud of what we have accomplished, and am truly humbled by the support that has made it all possible. 2012 and 2013 have been pivotal years for Growing Home. In that time, we:

- Developed the Honore St. Urban Farm in Englewood, an extension of our Wood St. Urban Farm
- Achieved a record high 93% job placement rate in 2013
- Increased sales six-fold at our Wood St. Farm Stand in Englewood and started accepting LINK and WIC food assistance vouchers
- Began a partnership with Cabrini Green Legal Aid to assist our job training participants in sealing or expunging their criminal records
- Developed an Associate Board of young professionals and began assembling a Graduate Board made up of recent grads ready to give back to the community
- Earned the prestigious Chicago Neighborhood Development Award, The Bank of America Neighborhood Builders Award, and the Urban Land Institute Vision Award

The true measure of our success, however, does not lie in a list of accomplishments, statistics, and awards. The real impact is felt in the stories of our graduates. When you read or listen to what our graduates have been through and where they are going, you know that Growing Home is doing something really important. Read the stories of Khaliah, DeAndre, and Miriah in the following pages and you’ll see what I mean.

I’m also very excited to see more community partners join the mission to build a healthier community in Englewood. The City of Chicago is working with local organizations and businesses to build an urban agriculture district; Kusanya Café, the area’s only healthy, sit-down café, opened in 2013; and Whole Foods announced that they will open an Englewood store by 2016. Growing Home is thrilled to be a part of this inspiring collaborative effort by our government, organizations, businesses, and residents to transform a community.

All of this could not be possible without the generous support of our donors, advocates, and volunteers. Thank you for being a vital part of the Growing Home community.

Sincerely,
Harry Rhodes
Executive Director

Dear Friends,
2002-2013 Growing Home Impact at a Glance

- **5** Major Chicago development awards earned
- **12** Years spent training and farming
- **26** Open Houses hosted at our farms
- **28** Program participants that have received legal assistance with their criminal records from Cabrini Green Legal Aid
- **279** People trained in our job training program
- **4,835** Pounds of produce distributed in Englewood
- **$980,440** Earned revenue from our organic farming social enterprise
2012-2013 Job Training Program

79 individuals were enrolled
Our enrollees are motivated to build healthy lives and eager to work but face multiple barriers to employment.

73% completed the program
Our program participants learn relevant industry skills, computer skills, interpersonal skills, and receive individual support in their job search.

74% were placed in jobs
Our graduates are placed in jobs along Chicago’s “food chain”: with urban growing facilities, wholesalers, retailers, restaurants, and other eateries.

96% kept their jobs over 90 days
Our staff works with employers and graduates to ensure that job placements are long-term and sustainable.
Khaliah is one of many individuals who have been held back by an isolated run-in with our criminal justice system. In 2010, under the stress of underemployment and family obligations, Khaliah made a decision that saddled her with a misdemeanor conviction and probation. She is a motivated worker with previous experience in the restaurant and retail industries, but she was unable to provide for her mother and daughter on seasonal hours and low wages.

“I was in the middle of completing my probation and I spoke to my case worker about obtaining employment for people with criminal convictions,” recalls Khaliah. “My job search at that time was very frustrating seeing as that I had a criminal record and was not being hired for a permanent job.” After a year and a half of unemployment, Khaliah applied to our employment training program.

Khaliah was accepted into our program and consistently stood out for her commitment to her daily work and to her job search. “She was persistent, confident, and knew how to talk about her conviction while also selling herself to an employer,” remembers Employment Specialist Brad Hirn.

Her hard work and determination paid off. After completing our 14-week job training curriculum she landed a job at Louis’ Groceries, a non-profit grocery store in Greater Grand Crossing working to increase local access to fresh produce and other healthy food options.

She began working part-time, but quickly earned a full-time position in late April 2013. More than a year later, she is still with Louis’ Groceries and has been promoted to the evening manager in charge of inventory, ordering, calling vendors, and supervising staff. She has also started her own business, Khaliah’s Kupcake Kreations. The preparation she received at Growing Home and the secure employment she found at Louis’ Groceries have made it possible to provide a better life for herself and her daughter.
Miriah, 2013 graduate

When Miriah joined the Harlan High School basketball team, she was trying to avoid fights by staying at school until 6 PM. “It worked for a little while,” she recalls, smiling. The south side native, even at that age, kept a precarious routine of selling drugs after school, getting into fights, and finding a sense of belonging among gang members on the block.

“Growing Home gave me a chance.”

“I grew up around 89th and Cottage Grove and joined a gang around there. My older brother was in one, too.”

Miriah, in foster care since age four, lived on the streets starting at age thirteen. She worked her way through elementary and high school and, after getting pregnant, moved to Galesburg, IL in 2008 to live with her biological mother. She had Marshaun in 2009.

“I got my first job out there: cashiering at Hy-Vee [grocery store chain],” she says. “I worked at McDonald’s, too, but had a hard time making the schedules work with taking care of my son.”

Miriah quit McDonald’s and, facing steeper bills and rent, went back to selling drugs. As she maneuvered between legal and illegal work, she got into a fight and was charged with aggravated battery – her first felony charge. It led to five months in Dwight Correctional Center and four months in Cook County Boot Camp.

After Boot Camp, Miriah applied to Growing Home. During her cohort, she slept on the train and cleaned up for work at her aunt’s house. After she graduated, Miriah landed a full-time job and, soon after, her first Chicago apartment.

After a year of working at Irv & Shelly’s Fresh Picks in Niles, she is now working closer to home as a salaried member at Local Foods Grocer & Distributor. She will help open their wholesale and retail store in 2015.

When Miriah started at Growing Home, she had three goals: find a job, get her son back, and have her own apartment. Today, she has accomplished those goals and is looking ahead to school and raising her son well.
DeAndre, 2012 graduate

“Just about everyone I knew growing up was in a gang,” DeAndre recalls of growing up in the Woodlawn neighborhood. Woodlawn has a history of violent gang rivalry, largely over the local drug trade, and DeAndre was caught in the middle of it. “It was all I saw, that way to make a living. I had kids early with my girl, who I’m now married to, and I wanted to provide a nice life for them.”

After years of selling drugs and landing short stints in Cook County Jail, DeAndre hit a turning point. In 2003 he entered Cook County Boot Camp, a detention program focused on basic discipline, education, and vocational training. “Boot Camp changed me. I studied on my feet, literally. We had to stand up and study for the GED. I dropped out of high school. But in 2004, I finished Boot Camp and got my GED.”

After Boot Camp, DeAndre had a steady job for five years, but in 2010 he found himself unemployed. As hard as he tried to find a full-time job, doors were constantly shut in his face because of his background. The temporary contract work that he was able to land was not enough. He wanted something steady.

In 2012 DeAndre entered our employment training program and excelled. Not only did he gain job skills, but he also got part of his criminal record sealed, completed seven culinary classes at Washburne Culinary Institute, applied for a health care worker waiver, earned his ServSafe Manager certificate, and, in 2013, got a full-time job offer to work as an Urban Farm Assistant at Growing Home. Now, as a Crew Leader, he trains Production Assistants.

He has also become a role model to the community. “I talk to a lot of my guys now and tell them about Growing Home. But I can’t make them ready if they don’t want it themselves. So many guys are stuck in the streets. But I know I can deliver a powerful message. And Growing Home is part of that message.”

“[Growing Home] is a great place for an opportunity to do better and for job training... Most of all, you rebuild your confidence in yourself and get ready for work.”
2012-2013 Board of Directors

◆ Valerie Denney, Board President, 2012
  Valerie Denney Communications, President

◆ Lauri Alpern, Board President, 2013
  Open Door Advisors, Principal

◆ Garth Taylor, Board Vice President
  Retired non-profit Chief Executive, Organic Farmer & Local Musician

◆ Laura Tilly, Board Vice President
  Miner, Barnhill & Galland, P.C., Attorney

◆ Barbara Wallace, Board Secretary
  Writer

◆ Javonna Burton, Board Treasurer
  Charter One Bank, Vice President

◆ Karl Riley, Board Treasurer
  Charter One Bank, Business Banking Officer

◆ Judith Aronson, PhD
  Psychotherapist

◆ Kim Bartko
  Bartko Design Inc., Principal & Creative Director

◆ JoAnn Blackman
  Writer

◆ Helen Cameron
  Uncommon Ground, Co-Owner

◆ Foster Dale
  Foster Dale Architects, Inc., Principal

◆ Ted Kennedy
  All Star Trading, President & Owner

◆ Diana Leifer
  Educator & Chef

◆ Dale Rainville
  The Boeing Company
  Global Corporate Citizenship, Manager

◆ Steve Stanley
  Pastor and Community Organizer

◆ Carolyn Ulrich
  Chicagoland Gardening Magazine, Editor

2013 Associate Board

◆ John Boisee, Co-Chair
◆ Kevin Swan, Co-Chair
◆ Kelsey Day, Secretary
◆ Mark Bourdenko
◆ Lamar Brown
◆ Brienne Callahan
◆ Charlotte Cottier
◆ Liz Edelstein

◆ Anne Kennedy
◆ Charles Kyle
◆ Carrie Leverett
◆ Theodore Miller
◆ Blanche Montesi
◆ Sarah Small
◆ Marie Stringer
2012-2013 Staff

- Cortney Ahern  
  Development Associate

- Shaniece Alexander  
  Employment Training Manager

- Joseph Avon  
  Rural Farm Technician

- DeAndre Brooks  
  Urban Farm Crew Leader

- Jacob Brown  
  Development Associate

- Katy Collier  
  Development Associate

- Fred Daniels  
  Urban Farm Crew Leader

- Marcel Davis  
  Employment Specialist

- Stephanie Douglass  
  Field Manager

- Natalie Edwards  
  Development Director

- Beth Gunzel  
  Employment Training Manager

- Sonya Harper  
  Outreach Manager

- April Harrington  
  Resource Development Associate

- Breanne Heath  
  Field Training Manager

- Brad Hirn  
  Employment Specialist

- Tonika Johnson  
  Program Associate

- Seneca Kern  
  Outreach Coordinator

- Elspeth McGarvey  
  Urban Farm Assistant and Market Coordinator

- Melissa Maciejewski  
  Administrative Assistant

- Tim Murakami  
  Urban Farm Manager

- Tori Murray  
  Rural Farm Technician

- Tracy Noel  
  Rural Production Manager

- Larry O’Toole  
  Special Projects Manager

- Harry Rhodes  
  Executive Director

- Yoram Shanan  
  Rural Farm Technician

- Rebekah Silverman  
  Associate Director

- Polly Washburn  
  Development Director
2012-2013 Foundation, Corporate, and Government Grants

$150,000 +
Anonymous
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
City of Chicago Department of Family & Support Services

$100,000- $149,999
Anonymous
The Chicago Community Trust
Whole Foods Market

$50,000- $99,999
ACT of Hope Foundation
Boeing Company
Illinois Department of Corrections
Kraft Foods Group Foundation
Polk Bros. Foundation

$25,000- $49,999
J.R. Albert Foundation
LISC Chicago
The Field Foundation of Illinois
The Leo S. Guthman Fund
The Northern Trust Company Charitable Trust
The Ronald & Mary Ann Lachman Foundation

$0- $24,999
Charter One
Citi Foundation
The Dewan Family Foundation
The Owens Family Foundation
The Seabury Foundation
Walter S. Mander Foundation
2012-2013 Donors

Susan Aaron
Kym Abrams
Rachel Abramson and William Dolnick
Michelle and Roberto Adlich Dos Santos
Susan Agate and Michael Slutsky
John Akolt
Mark Aler
Susan and Guy Alitto
Scott Allard
James C. Allen
Beverly Alpern
Lauri Alpern and Richard Feingold
Maria and Randy Altmayer
Dara Altshuler
Thomas Amato
Yali Amit
Mary Ann Crusius
Helen and Michael Arkes
Judith Aronson and Marc Hilton
Theodora Aronson
Jesse Auerbach
Michael Bagley
Natalie Bagley
Caroline and Timothy Bahr
Julie and Gregory Bailey
Marla Baker and Rick Kulp
Mildred Barnes
Ann Marie and Kevin Barry
Kim Bartko and Matt Heavin
Cynthia Bassuk
Dionne Baux
Janice Becker and David Shaw
Benedictine Sisters Of Chicago
Dana Benigno
Sally Benson
Harlan J. Berk
Stanley Berman
Bernice Gershenson Philanthropic Fund

Beta Alpha Chapter, Delta Kappa Gamma Society
International
Big Bowl
Phyllis A. Bird
JoAnn Blackman
Nancy and Bob Blackman
Robin Blackman and James Cumley
Renee and Thomas Blackman
Julie Bleicher
Eleanor Blick
BMO Harris
Joel Bookman
Thomas Bottomlee
Anne Bowhay
Emily Boylan
Miriam Braganza
Patrick Brandell
Lin Brehmer
Margaret B. Brehmer
Cleo Brown
Jeanine and Carl Brownell
Denise Browning
Megan Brue
Laura Bruzas
Builders Bank
Pete Burns
John Butler and John Vanderlinden
Clare Butterfield and Edward Maldonato
Jean Butzen
Kathy Caisley
Jean Caldicott
Anita Calwas
Helen and Michael Cameron
Danica Turner-Carden and Nathaniel Carden
Doreen and William Carey
Stephanie and Ben Carmel
Paula Carvalho
Jerome Case
Barbara Casperson
Damien Casten
Donna and Ricardo Castro
Deborah Cavanaugh-Grant
Bess and Candelario Celio
Chicago Community Loan Fund
Nourhy Chiriboga
Heidi Chung
Church of The Brethren
Debra S. Clark
Nadine Harris Clark
John Clarke
Liane Clorfene-Casten
Charlotte Cohen
Lincoln Cohen
Katy Collier
Jason Conny
Richard Cooper
Jeannine Cordero and David Kolin
John Costello

Bruce Crane
Susan and Robert Crawford
Jeanne Cuff
Janet Silverberg and Foster Dale
Andre Dankha
Mark Davenport
Chris Davies
Mary Davis and Ron Sherman
Timone Davis
Reva and Morton Denlow
Valerie Denney
Margaret and Mario Di Lullo
Julie and Mark Dieterich
Kathryn Dittemore
Zach Dodson
Kathryn M. Doi
Julie Dorfman and Jerry Herst
Brennan Downes
Liz Downes
Maureen and Bob Doyle
Pat Duffy
Frank Duncan
Ladoris Duncan
Yasmina and Brian Duwe
Deborah and S. Cody Engle
Christine Esposito
Ellen and Jerald Esrick
Libby Ester and Mike Brody
Jane and Tim Evans
Working Farms
Christine and Paul Fauske
Edward Feldman
Mark Fick
Irene Fine and Jay Pomerance
Andrew Fisher
Thomas Fisher
Carol and Pat Fitzgerald
William Fitzgerald
Mary Alice Flavin
Charlotte and Robert Flinn
Sonia Flores
Julie and Jeff Forgash
Foster Dale Architects, Inc.
Russ Foszcz
Robert and Joan Fragen
Muriel and Paul Francis
Louis Freeman
Jana French and Peter Gotsch
Eric Frey and Michelle Hartnett

Justin Friel
Susan and Sy Frolichstein
Donna Fulks
Robyn Gabel
George Galland
GE Foundation
Joanne Georgulis and John Martin
Frima Gelbard
Patricia and Melvin Gerbie
Adrian Gershom
Janet Gerske
Maximilian Gibbons
Grace Gifford and Bernard Silverman
Janice Gintzler
Girls In The Game
GKN Walterscheid Inc.
Kevin Gladish
Paul Gobster and Kathy Dickhut
Carol and David Golder
Heidi Goldfein
Natalie Goldfein
Robin Goldsmith
Goodness Greeneens
Lou Ann and Larry Grabowski
Elizabeth and David Graham
Lizzie Graham
Cynthia Gray
Mary Jane Grinstead
Darcy Grostick
Ann-Louise Haak and Shelby Hatch
Kathleen and Ted Halloran
Marilyn Halperin
Jennifer Hammell
Ivan Handler
Holly Hanford Trahan
Erin Hanson
Sarah Hanson
Rachel and Jeff Harms
Lynn and Jim Harris
Ryan Harris
Jean and Blaine Harrison
Angela Hartsell
Shelby Hatan
Nicholas Hatcher
Laura Hathaway
Matthew Haugen
Cheryl Heads
Healthy Dining Chicago
Robert Helle
Benjamin Helphand
Cynthia L. Henke
Heritage Corridor CVB
Tina and David Herpe
Judith Hertz
Ann Hicks and Larry Hamilton
Joseph Hicken
LeAnn and John Hinrichs
Dana Hirt
Matthew Hofheimer
Carol and Albert Hogan
Virginia Holbert and Christopher Allen
Natalie Holden
Jeffrey Holman
Niky Hughes
Hyde Park Garden Fair Committee
IBM Employee Services Center
Irv & Shelly’s Fresh Picks
Merrill F. Jackson
Tamara and Peter Jaffe-Notier
James C. Allen Charitable Foundation
Jac Jemc
Barbara A. Johnson
Joplin Elementary School
Eric Jordahl
Kathryn R. Judd
Natasha Julius
Leah Kaiser
Joanne Kalnitz and Marshall Sorkin
Rebecca and Daniel Kaplan
Khloe Karova
Julie Katz
Kristina Kazemak
Karin and Harvey Kelber
Christopher Kelly
Marie Kennedy and Chris Tilly
Ted Kennedy
Susan Kettermann
Pascale and Thomas Kichler
Saul Klibanow
Dennis Klocke
Kluth Family Foundation
Geraldine and Howard Knaack
Ruth Knack
Knapp Foundation
Sarah and Dan Knight
Susan Knight and Lawrence Jones
Irene Kogan
Kelly McNally Koney and Robert Koney
Kristen and Andrew Krayer-White
Anna-Maria Kreuzer
Will Kreuzer
Jonathan Krieger
Eric Kroczek
Peter Kuttner
Benjamin Lachman
Earl Lachman
Chris Lackner
Ruth Lambach
L. Lanford
Susan Lannin
Laurus Strategies
Matthew Lazar
Karen Lehman
Diana R. Leifer
Lyon and Paula Leifer
Marty Lennartz
Andrea and Michael Leon
Wanda and Bob Leopold
America Lewis
Karen and Bob Lewis
Jian Liang

David Lipschultz
Trinita Logue
Andrea and Daniel London
Rudy Lopez
Andrew Lowenthal
Kristin Lueke
Jessie and Doug MacDonald
Mathew MacGruber
Bruce Maki
Sheila Malich
Cathy and Mark Maloney
Brenda and Jim Manzardo
Jay Mattingly
Elizabeth Maxeiner
Luann and Arthur Mayer
Ambar Mentor and Michael Truppa
Anita and Thomas McAuliffe
Constance McCarthy
Rita McCarthy and Steve Fox
Gayle and Matthew McCormick
Mary McDonnell and Jed Haake
Josephine McEntee
Susan McGee
Dan McGowan
McMaster Carr Supply Company
Mead Witter Foundation
Amy Meadows
Erich Mees
JodiLee Mesirow
Renee Michaels
Gajus Miknaitis
Rachel Mikva Rosenberg
Bob Miller
Sally and Bruce Miller
Theresa Millsap
Linda and Judd Miner
Joshua J. Mintz
Sherril and Sam Mirkin
Amy Mishell
Phyllis and Michael Mitzen
Pamela Molnar Taptich
Blanche Montesi
Rebekka Moran
Michael Morowitz
Scott Multer
Ira S. Murfin
Jonathan Naghski
Terry Nakagawa
Native Foods
Near North Montessori School Sandwich Shop
Roberta Nechin
Peter Neely
Mike Newman
Anne Nicklin
Shirley and Allen Noel
Carrie Nutter
Tim O’Connell
Maureen O’Conner
Mike O’Connor
Jim O’Donnel
One Eleven Group
Organic Valley
Amy Ornee
Kathleen Osberger
Irene Pabst
Jenny Partridge
Joel Patton
People’s Gas
Yaya Perez
Hasha Musha Perman
Aaron Perry
Tom Peterson
Jason Pierce
Daniel Pinkert and Freddie Greenberg
Marcia Plant-Jackson
Jean Pogge

Jo Ann Potashnick
Lisa Potter
Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society, Oakton Community College
Cordia Pugh
Nate Pusateri
Joseph Putnick
Jeffrey Pyritz
Nancy Quinn
Laura Radak
LaVon Rader
Dale Rainville
Rashmi Ramaswamy
Terry and Andrew Ratoff
Harold Rees
Lindsay Reinhardt
Deborah and Robert Render
Michelle Reynoso
Helene and Harry Rhodes
Judith and Richard Rhodes
Rhoda and Mitchell Rhodes
Ruth Richman
Ravi Ricker
Joan Riley and Jim Goodridge
Karl Riley
Diane Ripple
Stephen Rivard
Joan Rivera
Anne Roberts
Nicole Robinson
Beth Rochford
Chris Rodriguez
Deborah and Leonard Rogan
Christina Rompon
Barbara Rose
Mark Rosenberg
Teri Rosendale
Kimberly Ruffin
Rush University
Denise Ryan and Austin Tichenor
Molly Ryan
Natalie Saltiel
Laura Samson
Mitchell Saywitz
Sacred Panda
Hannah and Jack Schaffer
Katja Schatte
Enaj and Philip Schlak
Ruth Alderman-Schlossberg and Mark Schlossberg
Ruth A. Schumacher
Ingrid Schwaab Miller
Joan Schwartz
Sara Schwartz
Brittany Schweitzer
Connie Scott
Martin Seay and Kathleen Rooney
June Shackter
Nancia Shawver
Colleen Sheehan
Barabara Shulman and Daniel Lesser
Shelby Siegal
Karen Singer and Paul Seldon

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher, & Flom
Laura Sklansky
Jim Slama
Adam Smith
Software Chicago
Frances Sowa
Ann Speltz and Stephen Fedo
Emmy and Steve Stanley
Frank Stebbins
Rosemarie Stebbins
Nancy and Adlai Stevenson
Lanette Stigsen
Marcia Mead Stillerman
Gregory Stoever
Logan Stohle
Sts. Peter and Paul Greek Orthodox Church
Philoptochos Society
Rosemary Sullivan
Emery and Charles Sunderland
Grant Sunderland
Laurie Sunderland
Susan Crown, SCE
Susan Fredman Design Group Ltd.
Patricia Susin
Kevin Swan
Christina Swanson
Michelle Sweet
Robert Swiatek
Garth Taylor
Helen Taylor
Nancy and Andy Teitelman
Chuck Templeton
The Experimental Station
The Fruit Guys
The Home Depot Foundation
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
The Kenilworth Garden Club
Stacey Thomas
Lauri and Dennis Thorley
Sharlene and Anthony Tiagonce
Mary Tilley
Kathryn Tilly
Kit Tilly

Laura Tilly and Derek Cottier
Lee Tockman
Art Traynor
Jane Tuchscherer and David Cody
Christy Uchida
Carolyn Ulrich
Beth and Rob Van Den Berg
Mary and Jim Varga
Sharon Veis and Marc Blumenthal
Glen Vissering
Barbara Wallace and Tom Wolfe
Jeanne Wallace and J. Ruttle
Kathleen Wallace
Gina Wammock
John Washburn
Polly Washburn
Christy Webber
Linda Wedenoja
Shirley Weese Young
Karen and Ed Weil
Paula Weinbaum
Anita Weinberg
Judith Weinstein and Mathew MacCumber
Carol and Brad White
Sean Wiedel
Nathan Will
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Carey
Samantha Winslow
Evelyn R. Wisenberg
Sara Witt
Donna Wolfe
Jonathan Yenkin
Paul Youngstrum
Deborah and Dean Zemel
Gale Zemel and David Mausner
Allison Zepp and Mike Neben
Ze-Zereshk
Robert Zofkie
Growing Home’s 2012-2013 production assistants represented 29 neighborhoods from around Chicago.

Communities represented by 2012-2013 production assistants

Growing Home Wood Street and Honore Street Farms
Social Enterprise Growth 2012-2013

Pounds of organic produce harvested

- 2011: 28,069 pounds
- 2012: 32,697 pounds
- 2013: 48,645 pounds

Revenue earned

- 2011: $135,552
- 2012: $138,229
- 2013: $148,843
Financial Statements 2012-2013

2012 Revenue

- Private and Corporate Grants: $501,072
- Government Grants: $228,227
- Farm Sales: $138,229
- Individuals & Small Businesses: $118,062
- Special Events: $77,652
- Interest and Other Income: $12,498

Total Revenue: $1,075,740

2012 Expenses

- Fundraising: $174,398
- Program Expenses: $885,894
- Management and General: $165,543

Total Expenses: $1,225,835

Change in Net Assets: ($150,095)
2013 Revenue

- Private and Corporate Grants: $881,439
- Government Grants: $169,657
- Farm Sales: $148,843
- Individuals & Small Businesses: $151,875
- Special Events: $92,589
- Interest and Other Income: $15,194

Total: $1,459,597

2013 Expenses

- Fundraising: $194,445
- Program Expenses: $939,180
- Management and General: $176,705

Total: $1,310,330

Change in Net Assets: $149,267
Please support Growing Home by making a donation today. **You** can help us continue to provide unique programming that positively impacts lives and communities in Chicago.

www.growinghomeinc.org  •  info@growinghomeinc.org  

‡ @growinghome  ‡ growinghomeinc  ‡ @growinghome

Administrative Office  
2732 N. Clark St, Suite 310  
Chicago, IL 60614  
(773) 549-1336

Wood Street Urban Farm and Training Center  
5814 S Wood Street  
Chicago, IL 60636  
(773) 434-7144

The Les Brown Memorial Farm  
2539 N 30th Road  
Marseilles, IL 61341  
(815)795-2891